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ABSTRACT 

The Barak Valley of Assam alongwith the hills around 
are endowed with rich and diverse vegetation resources. 
Deforestation and raw materials extraction for indust
rial purposes are heavily altering the forested land
scape. The present study deals with mapping of forest 
cover and land use in the region covered by imagery 
15-50 (B2 segmegt) having scene centre 240 47'20Q North 
Latitude and 92 55 8 22h East Longitude of Indian Remote 
SenSing (IRS) Satellite Linear Imaging Self-scanning 
Sensor (LISS) II sensor. The study was undertaken by 
placing the imageries (bands2,3,4 and F.e.C) on light 
table using a hand magnifying lens. The elements of 
visual interpretation elements like tone, texture 
etc. are used as keys. The map thus delineated shows 
the spatial distribution of bio-climatic vegetation 
concentration and the land use patterns. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mapping and monitoring of land cover 
is one of the foremost requirement for 
planning, management and conservation 
of land and forest. Remote Sensing pla
ys a vital role in mapping the existing 
resource information at particular period 
of time. Detailea forest cover type and 
lana use mapping have been successfully 
done in various parts of country and ab
road using aerial photointerpretation te
chniques {Report Forest Survey of India 
and National Remote SenSing Agency,lndia) 
Mapping of forest cover and land use have 
also been done using satellite imageries 
viz. LANDSAT Multispectral Scanner (MSS) 
False Colour CompOSite (FCCs') (Gupta,D. 
M. et aI, 1983), Thematic Mapper FCCs' 
(Ghosh, R et al, 1990). Lots of work is 
also reported relating to land cover cla
ssification using LANDSAT Thematic Mapper 
data through digital classification tech
niques (Mikihiro, et al, 1986). However, 
in the present study authors have attemp
ted to map land cover including forest 
using Indian Remote Sensing (IRS) satell
ite Linear Imaging Self-scanning (LISS)II 
data using visual interpretation techni
ques. 

SlUDY AREA 

The s~udy area lies approximately be
twsen 24 30'to 25°15' North Latitude and 
92 30'to 93 015' East Longitude covering an 
area of about 25,000 square kilometers 
The location of the area is most pronoun-
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ced by presence of the Barak River, which 
traverses through the middle of the scene. 
Physiographically, the Barak River Valley, 
having very gentle slope of average height 
20 metersabove mean sea level lies in the 
middle of the scene surrounded by success
ive ranges of hills on three sides. The 
heights of above hills varies upto 1500 
meters and endowed with rich forest cover 
mainly bamboo. The hill ranges mainly 
comprise relatively compact and resistant 
older rock units exposed in the anti-cli
nal crests, whereas the valleys are compo
sed of younger and softer formation expo
sed in the synclinal trough. The geology 
consists of alternate Surma and Tipam se
ries of rocks with bedding plane along the 
North-South direction. The Barak Valley 
is usually characterised by exposures of 
younger rock formation of alluvium folded 
into narrow box like anclines separated 
by wide flat synclines. The other rocks 
present in the scene are (i) Dihing and 
Dupitila series$ (ii) Barail series, (iii) 
Jaintia and Dishang series. There are 
numbers of tributaries on both sides of 
the river Barak. The individual rivers 
and streams are of anastomatic pattern and 
the overall drainage pattern of the scene 
is dendritic pattern. 

MATERIAL USED 

For the present study, Indian Remote 
Sensing (IRS) satellite Linear Imaging 
Self-scanning sensor (LISS)II imageries 
(scene number 15-50, B2 segment) of scale 



1:1 million were used in conjunction with 
the topographical map of scale 1:50,000 
prepared by Survey of India (SOl). The 
imageries used were panchromatic black 
and white Band 2 (0.52-0.59 ~), Band 3 
(0.62-0.68 ~m), Band 4 (0.77-0.86 ~) and 
False Colour ComposAte (Band 2,3,4) hav
ing scsne centre 24 47 t 20"North Latitude 
and 92 55 f 22"East Longitude. The date of 
acquisition of the imageries was 8 Novem
ber, 1989 at 09 hr- 49 min- 16 sec. The 
details of topographic sheets used for 
the purpose are given in Table 1. The 
imageries and FCC were studied by placing 
them on light traCing table and viewing 
through a hand magnifying (X4) lens. 

ME mOOOLOGY 

The primary objective of the study was 
to delineate the land use and forest cover 
of the study area on the basis of the data 
available from the topographical maps and 
remotely sensed data of the area. The 
ground truth for analysis of IRS imageries 
was essentially derived from topographical 
maps on the basis of 'Convergence of Evi
dence' principle. The broad methodology 
adopted for the study is outlined as 
below: 

1. Collation of data of the study area in 
the form of maps and IRS imageries. 

2. Analysis of the available topographical 
maps (a portion of the whole scene) and 
development of forest cover and land 
use maps in the ·scale of 1:50,000 on 
the basis of the same. 

3. Analysis of the imageries of the study 
area in relation to the 1:50,000 maps 
and development of interpretation keys 
for the land use and forest cover cla
sses adopted for the study area. 

4. Analysis of the whole scene on the 
basis of the above data. 

5. Cartographic presentation of the analy
sed land use data. 

INTERPRE TA TION 

The assessment of the imagery and its 
interpretation involved the comparison of 
spectral response of each type of imagery 
with the respective areas of land use 

which were easily identified from collat
eral materials. The key characteristics 
are listed in Table 2. Imageries used 
for visual interpretation are thus divided 
into three broad class I categories. The 
level I categories are divided into a 
number of level II classes using the in
terpretation elements tone, texture, co
lour, size, association and patterns. 
These interpretation keys are designed to 
facilitate the rapid and accurate identi
fication of features as imaged in IRS im
ageries. It is also used as a record to 
correct interpretation of land use in 
less obvious areas. 

OBSERVATION 

The land cover of the scene is classi
fied into three broad level I classes as 
water bodies, forest cover and built up 
areas. Water bodies are divided into 
level II classes as : river, stream, lake, 
dry river. The forest cover is divided 
into three level II classes : dense fore~ 
st, medium forest and tea garden. Lastly, 
the built-up areas are divided into habi
tat, paddy field, tea garden, road and 
railway. The following observations 
were made on different classes and sub
classes. 
Water bodies 

Water bodies are very prominant in 
band 4 and FCC imageries. The delineati
on of river and stream of high order can 
be done most easily from band 4 due to 
the distinct dark black tone and pattern. 
However, in some cases especially near 
heavily built-up areas the FCC coupled 
with Band 3 imageries helped in exact 
delineation of the feature. In some cas
es band 2 imagery supplemented the deli
neation. However, lakes are best delin
eated from FCC due to the distinct colour 
with respect to adjoining features. The 
intensity of tone and colour found to be 
depende::i on the depth of water. The larg
er the depth the greater is the intensity. 
In case of perfectly dry river/stream or 
meanderings, the intenSity of tone is 
very low distinguishing it from adjoining 
water bodies. 

Forest cover 
The forest cover of the scene could 

readily be distinguished and tentative 
delineation could be done easily from FCC 

TABLE 1. Details of Topographic Sheets (prepared by SOl) Used. 

No:- - -Map-Sheet-No.- - Scale - - - -Centre Coordi'nates - - - Year-of - EditIon - -
..... - _ - .... _ .... ___ .... _________ .... tiol:,tb, _ ..... _ _ .... __ !.ul:,v!.y __ !,ng xe!.r __ 

1 83 D 9 1:50,000 240 52'30# 92037t30~ 1972-73 Ist/1977 

2 

3 

83 D 10 

83 H 1 

1:50,000 

1 

'30'1 92 0 37'30" 

93'7 f30 '1 
1972-73 

1971-72 

1st/1975 

Ist/1974 

4 83 H 4 1:50,000 25°07 930 07 t 30Q 1971-72 Ist/1974 
---------~-------------~------------~---~---
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TABLE 2. Interpretation Keys for Land Use and Forestry. 

2.1 For Level I Classes. 
'elass - .... - - - - - - .... - .... - - - 'Tone - - - - - .... - - .... - - - .... - - - - - - - - - - ..-
______ ..... B,ing .& ___ !\a,nd_3 ___ -.J3,ing ! ____ .EC.Q _____ T:.x~u!.e ..... ~e~:.k.: ..... _ 

Water Light black Dark to me- Dark to me-
bodies to white dium black dium black 

Very dark to Smooth Linear or 
light bluish patch in 
black shape 
Light red to Smooth Roughness 
dark brick to appears to 

Forest Medium to Light white Light black 
cover dark black to light to white 

black red rough be spotted 
Built Light me-
up areas dium black 

Dark to Medium to 
light black light black 

Bluish black Very Associated 
with light rough with water 
red bodies 

---~~-------~--------------~---------------2.2 For Level II Classes. 
2.2.1 Water bodies .. 

--~-------~--~~-------------~--~-----------Class Tone __ ........ ___ §and_2_ ........ _B,ing ~ __ .... !!an.d .... 4 ___ ..... _F£C .... _ .... ____ Re.ma!:,k§. ___ _ 

River Light Dark Dark Dark bluish Linear in shape. 
black black black black Anastomatic pattern. 

Dry river White Medium Medium Light blui- Associated with river/ 
stream black black sh black stream. 

Stream Light Dark Dark Medium blu- Linear in shape. 
black black black ish black Anastomatic pattern. 

Lake White to Dark to Dark to Dark to Irregular patch shape. 
light black medium medium light blue Associated with built-

black black up areas. 

2.2.2 forest cover. 

-------------------~M----------------------
Class Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 FCC Remarks 
---~-------------------~----------~--------
Dense Dark Light White Dark brick Associated with 
jungle black white red shadow. 
Medium Medium Light Light Medium bri- Shadow leads to some 
jungle black black black ck red misclassification. 
Tea garden Medium Light Light Pinkish Appears at the edge 

black black white red of forest .. 

2.2.3 Built-up areas: 

- - - - - ........ - - - - - - .... - - .... - 'Tone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ..... 
Class Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 FCC Remarks 
-----------------~-------------------------
Habitat Light Medium Light to Light Associated with 

linear features. medium to dark medium bluish 
black black black black 

Paddy Light Light Light Reddish Associated with water 
field black black white pink bodies and/or habitat. 
Road/ Light Medium Light Light Linear shape. 
Railway white black black white 

--------------~----------~------~----------

by its distinguishing colour. The exact 
delineation can better be done with the 
help of band 2 imagery due to the distin
ct separable tone. The intensity of tonw 
colour depends on the intensity of vegeta
tion concentration. Thus, depending on 
the intensity of tone/colour, the density 
of forest cover was classified into dense 
and medium types. The lighter tone indi-
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cates the presence of other vegetation 
like tea gardens etc. The tea-gardens 
are mostly associated with forest and are 
found at the edge of forest cover. 

Built-up areas 
This is clearly distinguishable in FCC 

by its specific colour and texture. Band2 
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IRS (15 - 50; 82 segment) Imagery. 
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imagery also supplements the level II data 
by specific tone and association. Built
up areas where concentration is less, are 
found to be having reddish pink back
ground due to its association with vegeta
tion. The habitats are easily distingui
shable in FCC by the particular colour 
and rough texture. Also, habitats are 
found to be associated with river/stream 
or other linear features presumed to be 
roads and/or railways. The roadsand rail
ways are mostly distinguishable in Band 2 
imagery. Though, tea-gardens are found 
at the edge of forest, they are found 
near habitats in some places .. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The land cover classes which could be 
identified and mapped are shown in fig 1 .. 
In preparing the map, we referred to the 
topographical sheets (Table 1) as needed. 
But there is a time lapse of about 18 
years between the survey conducted for 
topographical sheet and the date of acqu
isition of the imagery, 1989 which might 
result to some misclassification. But 
due care and attention was given on this 
point all throughout during the prepara
tion of map from imagery.. Again, due to 
very low scale (1:1 million) of the imag
ery, delineation was not that perfect as 
could be achieved by use of imagery of 
higher scale.. Also, the higher level of 
discrimination of features could not be 
done due to this reason.. The forest 
cover could only be classified into dense 
and medium type~not the tree species. It 
is observed that density of vegetation is 
largely controlled by altitude. Although 
altitude details have been taken from 
topographical maps, this aspect can be 
solved by classifying vegetation using 
digital satellite data overlayed with 
Digi tal Terrain Modelling (Andrew, 1989). 

CONCLUSION 

The IRS imageries can be used effecti
vely for mapping different land cover ty
pes to be used for macro level planning, 
management and conservation. The False 
Colour Composite synthesised by combining 
bands2,3,4 provides an added advantage in 
carrying out this work.. However, multi
date multi-seasonal imageries of higher 
scale would make this a very important 
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tool for quick mapping and updating the 
land cover of vast area. 
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